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After studying how to operate the Hadoop platform using examples, we will
now implement our own MapReduce applications to solve several types of problems,
including data analytics and numerical calculation.

Exercise 1: My Wordcount application

As a simple illustration of the Map and Reduce functions, the next figure shows the
pseudo-code and the steps using the widely used Wordcount example. The Wordcount
application counts the number of occurrences of each word in a large collection of doc-
uments. The steps of this process are briefly described as follows. The input is read
(typically from a distributed file system) and broken up into key/value pairs (e.g., the
Map function emits a word and its associated count of occurrence, which is just 1). The
pairs are partitioned into groups for processing, and they are sorted according to their
key as they arrive for reduction. Finally, the key/value pairs are reduced, once for each
unique key in the sorted list, to produce a combined result (e.g., the Reduce function
sums all the counts emitted for a particular word).
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Question 1.1

To use Eclipse to edit your MapReduce programs, add the Hadoop packages to the
Java Build Path of your project:

• Right click on your project, then Properties and select Java Build Path;

• In the Libraries tab, click Add External JARs;

• Add all jar files in the following directories:

– share/hadoop/common

– share/hadoop/common/lib

– share/hadoop/mapreduce

– share/hadoop/mapreduce/lib

– share/hadoop/yarn

– share/hadoop/yarn/lib

Now you are ready to create your first MapReduce program.

Question 1.2

Copy the file WordCount.java (from the TP archive) to your Eclipse project. By inte-
grating this file in Eclipse, make sure the compilation goes well (no red cross).

Let’s examine and try to understand the code. The MapReduce framework in
Hadoop operates exclusively on <key,value> pairs, that is, the framework views the
input to the job as a set of <key,value> pairs and produces a set of <key,value> pairs as
the output of the job, conceivably of different types. The key and value classes have to
be serializable by the framework and hence need to implement the Writable interface.
Additionally, the key classes have to implement the WritableComparable interface to
facilitate sorting by the framework.

Question 1.3

Create you Jar file MyWordCount.jar containing the WordCount.class.

Question 1.4

Copy your 128 MB dataset to the /input folder in HDFS and run Hadoop with your
example:

hadoop jar MyWordCount.jar WordCount /input /output
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Exercise 2: Modify your WordCount application

Question 2.1

The number of Reduces for the job is set by the user via Job.setNumReduceTasks(int)
instruction. Change this number and run the job with 1, 2, and 4 reducers.

How many Reduces? The right number of reduces seems to be 0.95 or 1.75 multiplied
by (<no. of nodes> * <no. of maximum containers per node>).

With 0.95 all of the reduces can launch immediately and start transferring map out-
puts as the maps finish. With 1.75 the faster nodes will finish their first round of reduces
and launch a second wave of reduces doing a much better job of load balancing.

Increasing the number of reduces increases the framework overhead, but increases
load balancing and lowers the cost of failures. The scaling factors above are slightly
less than whole numbers to reserve a few reduce containers in the framework for
speculative-tasks and failed tasks.

Question 2.2

The setup(Context context) method can be used to initialize map/reduce tasks.
Although you don’t have access to any data from the input split directly during
setup, you may use it to read parameters from the Configuration object (using
context.getConfiguration()) to customize your processing logic for all (subsequent)
map/reduce tasks.

Using this method, update the WordCount example to exclude certain words from
being counted (e.g. stop words such as "the", "a", "be", etc.). The list of these words
should be stored in the Configuration object.

Question 2.3

The cleanup(Context context) method can be used to clean up your map/reduce
tasks. What typically happens during cleanup() is that you clean up any resources you
may have allocated. There are other uses too, which is to flush out (write to the output)
any accumulation of aggregate results from all the tasks.

Using this method, update the WordCount example to display only the word with
the highest frequency.

Exercise 3: Developing your Π application

This application estimates the value of Π based on sampling. The estimator generates
random points in a 1×1 square area (using a Halton sequence). The ratio between the
points that are inside the inscribed circle within the square and those outside the circle
gives an estimate for the value of Π.

To better understand this, imagine you have a dartboard which is a circle inscribed in
a square. And you are throwing darts on this darts at random - assuming every point on
the dartboard has an equal chance of being hit.
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Now what’s the chance the darts hit inside the circle after all? The answer is simply
to divide the area of the circle by the area of the square. If the radius of the circle is R,
then we have: area of the circle = Π ∗ R2 and area of the square = 4 ∗ R2. So the answer
is Π/4.

On the other hand, if you throw darts many time completely at random and you
know the number of your darts inside circle and the number of total darts, you have
your estimate: Π = 4 ∗ (DartsInside)/(TotalDarts).

The key is how to produce random sequence. We will use a Halton sequence which
perfectly matches this scenario. It has no duplicate number in the sequence and you can
set the sequence as long as you like. Below is the illustration of the 8 points of the 2,3
Halton sequence from Wikipedia:

If we draw a circle inscribed in this square we will see 6 points inside and 2 left
outside. So the estimate Π based on 8 points is: 4 ∗ (6/8) = 3.0. Well, it’s not a good
estimation yet but the more points you have the more accurate value you will get.

This is why we use MapReduce: to generate many points and process them (decide
whether they fall inside/outside the circle) in parallel. So, this means that:

• the map phase checks for each point in the input if it falls inside a 1-diameter circle;

• the reduce phase computes the ratio between the total number of points inside the
circle and the ones outside the circle.

Question 3.1
To do this exercise, you will use the skeleton MyPiEstimator.java and the
HaltonSequence.java class. The resulted MapReduce program will take as parameters
the number of mappers and the number of samples to generate per mapper. Write the
code for the map and reduce functions.
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